TECH PROMINENT
IN CORN FESTIVAL

BUILDING THREE MOST IMPORTANT ANT FLOATS.

Our Chance to Advertise Tech — The Trustees May Grant Holiday.

A thousand of visitors from all over the South will be in Atlanta, December 6, to attend the Corn Exposition. The event is of great importance and interest. Its object is to encourage the Southern farmer in the raising of corn — a crop which the best authorities tell us will marvellously increase the wealth of the South and its general prosperity.

At each section of the corn clubs are at work developing the grain and doing their utmost to stimulate its cultivation by the farmer. Hundreds of thousands of people are escaping in this enterprise, from the high-school-boy to the farmer. They are enthusiastic, open-eyed and eager. They believe in corn and are going to make it the second best crop of the result. So they have prepared to give this exhibition in Atlanta, and will come in great numbers to crown King Corn, being keenly alive at the same time to all they can learn, see and hear in our city.

Atlanta realizes the importance of the event to herself. She realizes that here is another opportunity to advertise her advantages in a most effective manner. She is prepared to receive her guests with the greatest hospitality. The thousands of visiting high school boys will be entertained in the homes of the best Atlanta families, and every courtesy will be shown every visitor. Then Atlantans will proceed to show their city.

Atlanta's share in this great event is considerable. Her chance for advertising herself is evident and a splendid one. We have with reach of our most direct influence the cream of the graduating classes of the high schools from Virginia, Ohio, Mississippi, Florida and the territory between. These boys want to be shown what Tech can do. If we give them the proper attention, and make it manifest that they will be of some consequence in the eyes of the community when they join the ranks of Tech, why they will flock to us by scores in the fall. We ought to be able to add at least 350 students to our rolls as a result of this festival.

Tech is to be given all the opportunity she wants to improve these young men. In the meantime we will appoint three boats built in the Tech shops and manned with Tech men. These are to be the most conspicuous floats in the procession. The principal of the school represents Tech Corn Clubs, the form of a farmer of high dimensions, seated, smoking a corn-cob pipe.
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CORNELL PRESIDENT AT HEAD OF CORNELL UNIVERSITY FOR TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS

DR. JACOB G. SCHURMAN

Who Warns Students Against Specializing to the Negekt of Fundamental Principles of Education.

A majority of the students had the pleasure of hearing Dr. J. G. Schurman of Cornell University, in the chapel last week, and certainly we could scarcely have had a more interesting visitor. Standing at the head of one of the leading engineering schools of the country, Dr. Schurman has come to be recognized as an authority in colleges and universities. He has been at the head of Cornell since 1887, and it is interesting to know that while engaged in his work as administrator of affairs there he has worked extensively in other fields. He is the author of Kantian Ethics and Ethics of Evolution; Ethical import of Darwinism; Belief in God, Agnosticism, and religion, and Philippine Affairs. He became editor of the Philosophical Review in 1892.

Dr. Schurman is of foreign birth and counts Freytag, Prince Edward Island his home town. He began his academic education at Acadia college, Nova Scotia, where he won a scholarship to the University of London. He took a degree there in 1877, and studied afterward at Edinburgh University, and then at Hetherington.

He taught in two Canadian colleges before going to Cornell in 1885, the engaged in an academic career; he was and has been interested in civic offices. He was appointed by the late President McKinley as chairman of the post Philippine commission. Dr. Schurman was introduced to the students by Professor Com.

The burden of what he had to say was a warning against too much specialization to the neglect of fundamental principles of education. He told of the mighty awakening and the transformations which are giving the world a nation born new.

The address will be given in the chapel at seventeen past nine o'clock this evening.

The address will be given in the chapel at seventeen past nine o'clock this evening.

S. EMMETT STEPHENS MATRICULATES AS STUDENT AT TECH.

To Speak to Fellow Students Sunday Night

An Unusual Opportunity to Hear of Conditions in the Great Chinese Empire.

With the eyes of all the world turned toward China, it is most fortunate that we are to have the opportunity of hearing Mr. S. Emmett Stephens, who is to speak in the chapel Sunday night on the customs and conditions in China.

Mr. Stephens has become a familiar figure in the Tech campus, for since the opening days of September he has been one of our number. Not often does a real missionary become a student at a technological school. It is his custom to review their theology and to spend most of their furlough time in visitation and much speaking.

Mr. Stephens has proved a welcome ambassador. He has spent the time here in further preparation for his work in China, and the unusual part of it is that he is confiding his sarà to strictly engineering and practical lines, with the purpose of returning to China and putting them into immediate use.

Mr. Stephens has made many friends here by his hearty entry into our college life, who will welcome the chance to hear him.

China is waking today as a nation never once before, and Mr. Stephens will tell of the mighty awakening and the transformations which are giving the world a nation born new.

The address will be given in the college chapel at seventeen past nine o'clock after inspection and the three-thirty inspection will be postponed until ten o'clock.

Encouraging.

Said the captain but sweet-tempered little professor as he finished adding his class roll.

"I have two hundred and eighty of you Freshmen on my roll two of you, perhaps, will drop out but if you don't take sick.

Sub — What are you fellows jawing about?

Fresh — The union hall.

Sub — Gee! but that's where you saw all right.
THE TECH ROSE TO THE CALL

GEORGIA ADOPTS RESOLUTIONS
THANKING GOLD AND WHITE STUDENT BODY.

AN ERA OF GOOD FEELING

Authorities at Both Institutions Are

Proud of the Situation.

The following letter was received during the past week from Athens, Ga., School of Technology.

Dear Sirs:

We desire to express the appreciation of the students of the Tech student body for the treatment they received at your hands. This is a remark which is too much in praise of the conduct of your student body during the games. We feel that much has been accomplished toward eradicating the bitterness that formerly existed between the two student bodies. We believe that our boys will be reasonably happy any time in the future to promote a clean spirit, honest, friendly.

Personally, we desire to thank your rooters for the manner in which they received us at the park.

With best wishes to you and your student body, we are,

Very truly yours,

H. B. RUSSELL, W. K. MEADOW

CORDIAL RELATIONS ASSURED.

The above speaks clearly for itself. It is an open recognition of the fact that the student body, a demonstration upon our friendly attitude toward them. Coming from them, we feel the compliment due them since all efforts were shown to make it fair.

They see that we have opened the way to more wholesome relations between the two colleges and we say in all justice to them, that they accepted such a situation in the very best of spirits. They are sports, too.

Let's keep it up.

Some few may still be narrow-minded enough to keep that little sensation of bitterness tugged away within themselves. Those who have displayed the true attitude of sports are in the majority and well and in the future control the situation.

And another thing. Do you all remember what a storied adage those few Classics on the roof of the Tech, when the Tech's high standard of work is being compared to the low standards of athletics? Our graduates are eminently successful as business men, engineers and scholars. It's the spirit of the Georgia has met us half way, and it is no surprise that we have eavesdropped as the Tech students have been keeping up in the class colors and bearing the inscription "1910-1911 Champions" with pride on their uniforms.

Those who saw the results displayed all day Saturday of the game, It is through the open comments of the public and especially those who saw the same that we see the progress. They are quick to see such a change and not often do they fail to openly declare the graces to some other person, not ourselves.

We believe that the second person is aroused and carries the movement on. So it is that good news travels. The public in general, we must aim to extend as far away from Georgia as possible and not deprive athletes as more probable. This is the cosmic side of it. On the other hand, the inward feelings must be shared by every citizen, as we see them which, when properly handled, should be one of the great accomplishments of the Tech.

Two or three questions arise: Who are they? First of all, a major in a Medaeval Pilgrim's own, we know. As to whether or not the Tech's athletic Association is better than any other college in the country, we must say that we think it is. We do not pretend that we are such sportsmen ourselves, but we have always been interested in sports.

Oh, you Seniors and your fancy swagger sticks! Swagger sticks! Swagger sticks! The world is going to be kept up, and all other matters to the Editors-in-Chief.

ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER
All men who want to try out for Assistant Business Manager of The Technique please hand in their names to the Business Manager. Four or five of the applicants will be chosen by the Board of Editors, and the man securing the largest number of subscriptions to The Technique will be appointed Editor.

OUR APPRECIATION, GEORGIA.

We sincerely appreciate the vote of appreciation from the Tech student body for the golden and white student body of Georgia for the kindly and friendly feeling which in their treatment of Tech and Chas. Porter, cheer leader, on the day of the great game.

We hope the friendly feeling between the schools, will continue with a clean and spirited record.

We are very much pleased with the statement of Dr. Shurman, that "the continuance of a clean and spirited record between the schools, will help to maintain the great game. We hope the friendly feeling will be maintained in all justice to them, that they are enjoying the game, and it should be done.
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MR. FRANKLIN TO READ

AT Y. M. C. A.

TO GIVE SELECTION FROM HU.

GO'S FAMOUS MASTERPIECE,

LES MISERABLES.

Jean Val John a Prize

Selection

Constitutes a Great Social Season.

A treat is in store for every man who can come to the Y. M. C. A. meeting next Wednesday night. Mr. Franklin is to read Jean Val John, from Victor Hugo's great Les Miserables.

Those who have heard Mrs. Franklin say nothing to get them there, and for those who have not, it may be of interest to know that for several years ago she occupied the chair of Dramatic Expression at Ohio Wesleyan University.

Mrs. Franklin's reading of Jean Val John was awarded a prize in a contest before the Ohio Social League a few years ago.

We bespeak an interesting evening for all who attend her reading Jean Val John is divided into three parts, and in the short time allowed for the meeting, Mrs. Franklin can give only the first part. It is hoped that arrangements will be made for the other two parts after Christmas.

TECH CAMPUS TO BE LAID OUT.

Eminent Architect Working Out the Plans.

Chas. R. Levitt, landscape architect of New York, is working on the plans for laying out the Campus on a permanent basis. Grading will be arranged for, sites selected for future buildings, and general details worked out for the beautifying of the grounds.

Tech is keeping step with other great institutions in this as well as all other directions. Without definite building plans an institution is very likely to spread itself over the grounds, a wasteful and awkward fashion.

The plan of Mr. Levitt are certain to make the most of our grounds, both in space and landscape value. The are fortunate indeed to have this work done. The plans will be in the hands of the president within the next two weeks. Then watch Tech grow to them.

A cab rolled by drawn by a poor old broken down nag; almost upsetting an old lady who was trying to cross the street. "Gee!" said Sub 1 to Sub 2, "that taxi almost ran down the baby."
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